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Abstract. In our previous paper we showed a procedure to check com-

pleteness of user-de�ned rewrite systems in the Calculus of Construc-

tions. In many cases this procedure uses only a subset of the rules given

by the user, showing that this subset is already complete. In this pa-

per we show that in practical cases the additional rules are inductive

consequences of the rules used to prove completeness.

1 Introduction

For a few recent years there is ongoing research aiming at adding rewrit-
ing into theorem provers based on type theory and Curry-Howard Isomor-
phism such as Coq.

De�ning functions by rewriting is both easier than using simple pat-
tern matching and moreover, the de�nition by rewriting can contain rules
which add more equations to conversion compared to regular de�nition by
pattern matching. Consider for example addition on unary natural num-
bers. Using pattern matching and recursion, it can be de�ned either by
induction on the �rst argument or by induction on the second argument.
Using rewriting one can de�ne addition in a symmetric way, therefore
making the conversion richer and hence the proofs shorter and more au-
tomatic.

In order not to undermine good metatheoretical properties strong nor-
malization and con�uence of rewriting must be proved.

In our previous paper [3] we formulated the notion of completeness and
showed that completeness implies logical constistency. We also showed a
procedure to check completeness in an automatic way. Following the tech-
niques known for �rst-order rewriting and adapted to higher order by [2],
our procedure examines squeletons of all possible instances of arguments
to a given function symbols and checks whether they are reducible by
rewriting rules de�ning that function.



In many cases this procedure uses only a subset of the rules given by
the user, showing that this subset is already complete.

In this paper we show that in practical cases the additional rules are
inductive consequences of the rules used to prove completeness. For exam-
ple, since two rewriting rules de�ning addition by induction on the �rst
argument form already a complete system, the additional rules de�ning
the addition by induction on the second argument are inductive conse-
quences of the �rst two.

For �rst-order rewriting, this result is a simple consequence of classic
theorems about ground reductions. However, for higher-order rewriting,
the very notion of inductive consequences had to be adapted. The proof
we give is quite simple for the cases where the con�uence of critical pairs
of the user-de�ned system cas be proved without rewriting under a binder.

The situation is much more di�cult, when this condition is not satis-
�ed, which is usually the case for functions de�ned over functional induc-
tive types. First of all we must assume the extensionality of conversion,
otherwise the result simply does not hold. It is interesting to note that in
the work of Nicalas Oury [1], the same assumption is also present even
though in the latter work the opposite operation is performed: all proved
equations, also by induction, participate in convertibility.

2 Inductive consequences

In this section we try to prove that all rewrite rules which where not used
in the proof of completeness are �inductive consequences� of other rules.

We do not know exactly what �inductive consequences� are. We try
to formalize it in several ways. Unfortunately, the following �simplest�
version of the theorem is not true.

Lemma 1 (Version which in general is not true). Let E be a closed

environment and let E ` Comp(Γ ;R′). Let R be the set of rewrite rules

used to prove completeness. Suppose that R is con�uent (as R ⊆ R′ it

is obviously stronly normalizing) and E ` Acc(Γ,R). Then for every rule

G ` l −→ r ∈ R′−R and for every substitution σ : G → E;Rew(Γ ;R) we

have E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` lσ ≈ rσ.

This is not true, because the function symbols from Γ might get under
a binder and might be applied to a bound variable instead of a canonical
term on which they are reducible. Here is the example:

Inductive ord : Set:=
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o : ord

| s : ord -> ord

| lim : (nat -> ord) -> ord.

Rewriting n2o : nat -> ord

Rules

n2o O --> o

n2o (S x) --> S (n2o x)

Rewriting id : ord -> ord

Rules

id o --> o

id (s x) --> s (id x)

id (lim f) --> lim (fun n => id (f n))

id (id x) --> id x

The last rewriting system is con�uent (unlike the one in which the last
rule is replaced with id x �> x because the critical pair for x=(lim f)

needs eta to be joinable).

Now, for σ = {x 7→ lim (fun n => n2o n)} one has:

lσ=id (id (lim (fun n => n2o n)))

--> id (lim (fun n' => id ((fun n => n2o n) n')))

--> id (lim (fun n' => id (n2o n')))

--> lim (fun n'' => id ((fun n' => id (n2o n')) n''))

--> lim (fun n'' => id (id (n2o n'')))

rσ=id (lim (fun n => n2o n))

--> lim (fun n' => id ((fun n => n2o n) n'))

--> lim (fun n' => id (n2o n'))

and they are not equal.

2.1 Inductive consequences when critical pairs are joinable

without rewriting under binders

In this subsection we will present a proof stating that in closed environ-
mnets rewriting with R′−R is not needed and can already be done using
R. This is done for the case when the critical pairs can be joined with no
rewriting under a binder.

De�nition 1. Let us de�ne E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s
6λ−→S t as the smallest rela-

tion generated by the rewrite system S (S = R′−R or S = R) containing

S and stable by contexts that do not involve binders.
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Lemma 2. Let E be a closed environment and let E ` Acc(Γ,R′) and

E ` Comp(Γ ;R′). Let R be the set of rewrite rules used to prove com-

pleteness. Suppose that critical pairs for R′ are joinable in
6λ−→R′ and

E ` Acc(Γ,R). For every rewrite step E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s
6λ−→R′−R t one

has E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s ≈ t.

Proof. By induction on the well-founded rewrite relation generated by R′.

Since E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s
6λ−→R′−R t there exists a rule G ` l −→ r ∈

R′ − R a substitution σ : G → E;Rew(Γ ;R) and a position p such that
s = s[lσ]p, t = s[rσ]p and there are no binders on the path from the root

to p. Hence E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` lσ
6λ−→R′−R rσ.

By completness of R the term lσ can be head reduced by D ` g−− >
d ∈ R. Let us consider the critical pair of l −→ r and g −→ d. There exist
θ the smallest substitution unifying l and g and we have lθ = gθ and lσ =
lθρ for some ρ. Then E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` lσ

6λ−→R′−R rσ and E;Rew(Γ ;R) `
lσ = gθρ

6λ−→R dθρ. Since critical pairs are joinable in
6λ−→R′ there ex-

ist term e such that E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` rσ
6λ−→

∗
R′ e and E;Rew(Γ ;R) `

dθρ
6λ−→

∗
R′ e. Since

6λ−→ is stable by context without binders and since there

are no binders on the path p we have also E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s
6λ−→R s[dθρ]p,

E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` t
6λ−→

∗
R′ s[e]p and E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s[dθρ]p

6λ−→
∗
R′ s[e]p.

By induction hypothesis all rewrite
6λ−→R′−R steps in E;Rew(Γ ;R) `

t
6λ−→

∗
R′ s[e]p and E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s[dθρ]p

6λ−→
∗
R′ s[e]p can be replaced by

convertibility in E;Rew(Γ ;R). Of course all
6λ−→R steps can also be re-

placed by convertibility in in E;Rew(Γ ;R). Since conversion is symmetric
and transitive we get E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` t ≈ s[dθρ]p. Since conversion in

E;Rew(Γ ;R) contains
6λ−→R we have also E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s ≈ s[dθρ]p. We

conclude E;Rew(Γ ;R) ` s ≈ t by transitivity of ≈.

2.2 Rewriting system used by the cover checking algorithm

does not have to be con�uent

Rewrite systems that occur in rewrite de�nitions in the environment are by
de�nition terminating and con�uent. It follows immediately that the sub-
sytems used by cover checking algorithm are terminating. Unfortunately
they do not have to be con�uent. More precisely there is a terminating
and con�uent system and a run of the cover checking alogithm for that
system such that the rules used in that run (for immediate coverage) are
not con�uent.
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Inductive I : Set:=

C : I

| D : I

Inductive Cmp : I -> I -> Set :=

CC : Cmp C C

| CD : Cmp C D

| DD : Cmp D D

Rewriting F: nat -> (a,b:I), (Cmp a b) -> Set :=

Rules

F O _ _ _ --> 0

F (S x) C _ _ --> S (F x C C CC)

F (S x) _ D _ --> S x

F x C _ _ --> x

It can be checked that the de�nition of F is terminating and con�uent
(all critical pairs are joinable). Completness of de�nition can be shown
by the cover checking algorithm started with F x y z u performing sub-
sequent splittings on x, y, z and u and using only �rst three rules. But
the system consisting only of these rules is not con�uent: the critical pair
between the second and the third rules is:

S x <-- F (S x) C D _ --> S (F x C C CC)

and it cannot be joined.
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